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editorial
Senate

Bill
330

letters
BSU Complains
To the Editor:
The Uhuru Sasa Center of the
Performing Arts, a component of the
Afro-American Studies Center,
presented a performance Feb. 26
aptly entitled "The Black
Experience." This performance was
culturally relevant, entertaining and
above all educational.
The non-support of this program
by the University community in
general and The Lobo in particular,
indicates to the Black Student Union
(BSU) a lack of concern regarding
the cultural and educational
contributions of the Mro-American
culture.
It certainly is a poor comment
upon the receptivity of the
supposedly "knowledge seeking"
University community when
programs of this sort are so poorly
attended and so scantily covered ·in
The Lobo.
Specifically The Lobo (joiniRg
hands with local media) did not offer
a review of the program, thereby not
serving its function as a media geared
to reflect all segments of the
University.
BSU coordinators
Ray Hamilton, Barbara Brown
and Sam Johnson

Bema

By AARON HOWARD
The fantasy of the "International
Jewish Conspiracy" has been given
new life to serve a variety of political
·ends in the Soviet Union.
If it seems paradoxical that a
"progressive" country like the USSR
has to rely on the myth of a sinister
plot by a secret, all-powerful Zionist
conspiracy to achieve its poljtical
ends, try explaining, in political
terms, how the USSR can link Jews
to their domestic problems and even
as a rationalization for invading
Czechoslovakia?
The state controlled mass media
have been engaging in a vicious
program of denunciation and ridicule
of Soviet Jewry since the 1967 war
As anti-Israeli propaganda, this can
be explained away in terms of Soviet
foreign policy in the MidEast. But is
it that easy to explain away domestic
charges of Jewish "financial
exploiters," ''shylocks" and
"Hitlerites ''?
The three million Soviet Jews are
subject to a double-edged sword
which denies them a right to their
culture and religion on one hand and
makes any kind of Jewish

Sen. Emmett Hart (D-Quay) is a
very popular-man with young people
and Vietnam war doves. He will be

even more popular if and when his
bill exempting New Mexico draftees
from fighting in an undeclared war is
passed by the Senate.
The bill, Senate bill 330, also
orders the state attorney general to
represent any state resident who
refuses to fight in an undeclared war.
The reason why Hart is so popular
is because he has hts stuck his neck
out and supported a controversial
measure. He said earlier he didn't
expect the bill to have a prayer in
committee. With no
recommendation handed down on
the bill by the Senate Public Affairs
Committee, chances for the bill's
passage looks brighter.
Another reason why Hart is so
popular is because by introducing
Senate bill 330, he has shown at least

tacit support of the state's young
people.
The 18-year old vote will be on
the next election ballot. It is now up
to the people to decide whether or
not 18 - year - olds are added to that
list, we will be something to reckon
with around election time.
Hart's bill, however, is not a
grandstand play on his part to grab
the youth vote. The bill is, rather, an
expression of Hart's sincerity in
wanting an end to the Vietnam war.
But the gallery, packed with
future voters, supported Hart at
Wednesday's hearing, and will
remember what he has done for us.
When it comes time for the Senate to
vote on bill 330, the senators would
be wise to remember well.
Sarah Laidlaw

Cave In

consciousness a crime on the other Kochubiyevsky, the Lennigrad 12
hand.
who were sent to prison camps for
The paradox of a powerful nation up to 15 years on a trumped up
with a rich and diverse cultural charge of planning to highjack a
heritage openly espousing oppressive plane out of Soviet Union (even
policies toward some minorities attempting to leave the USSR is a
within its borders (the Jews actually capital crime) and other Jews
being one example among others) "engaged in profiting in religious
cannot easily be explained away.
articles" have become almost
Soviet suppression of the Jews as ritualized. There are the statements
an ethnic and religious community from "Jewish community leaders"
explains why recent campaigns of that things couldn't be better and
"too much ethnic and religious there is no Soviet anti-Semitism.
activities among groups in the Soviet Then there are the letters and
Union" falls doubly on the Jews.
statements of Jewish citizens
Soviet Jews are of significant attesting to the fact "our language
external concern to the government and civilization is Russian and we
because they have many ties with identify ourselves willingly with this
Jews living in non-Soviet sphere rich culture." Then there are the
countries. In a society where attacks in the media warning citizens
territorial ethnic unity (all for "not to fall for the tricks of the
Mother Russia!) is the official policy, Zionists" and so on. You've seen one
anybody suspected of having ties trial in the USSR, and you've seen
with people in the United States or them all.
Israel automatically becomes suspect
The propaganda for the Lennigrad
of being "cosmopolitan."
trial reached a new dimension with
Further, many Soviet Jews just an official proclamation against
can't seem to get behind official "those elements belonging to a
policy of condemnation of the nation which has a state unfriendly
"imperialistic Israeli aggressors" (the to the USSR" {the old Zionist
Jews were always a stiff-necked conspiracy rears its ugly head
people). Absolute commitment to agam
. ..
')
Communist Party policies and
Any totalitarian hierarchy
commitment to one's own people instinctively realizes that it cannot
has produced a serious conflict have a rival to its monopolistic claim
within the Soviet Jew. Given the to truth and virtue. There is no room
context of the Soviet system, every for more than one truth and one
Jew is expected to vigorously and people in a society which stresses
openly declare himself with the unity and order above all else.
national interests as defined by the
Given the growing evidence of the
Community Party leadership. To the distance between Marxist idealogy
degree that Soviet Jews do not do and the reality of Soviet life, the
this, they are identified as "bad power elite realize the most effective
citizem:" and "internationalists."
means of staying in power is to
This idea has recently been carried divide the people against each other
to extremes by a paranoid notion of to thwart change. Picking up on the
conspiratorial activity within the Jews has historically been a ploy of
USSR. (Everyone who isn't loudly the oppressor class to diver~ the
with us must be against us.) The trial people from makin~( changes in the
of Boris Kochubiyevsky for the power structure.
"crime" of wanting to live in Israel is
It isn't kosher for th(l Soviets to
an example of this Russian paranoia. come right out and scream: "'fht>
Public ~rials of ZionisLs like Jews did it! They aro the cause of all

Strange Soundsu Happe~rnings Prove Preseroee ©f Spnrfih

By SANDRA McCRAW
A theater after dark is a strange you could smell gingerbread used for acting and directing
place to be. The empty seats give throughout the entire room " classes, and staging one-act plays,
Judy Hansen said.
'
is in drama department's
a weird aura of timelessness,
The four ghosts, in one classroom building,
lonliness and the impl"ession that
voices should be heard. A theater prevalent legend, are all of the
A full chorus is sometimes
same family. They rlied wl1en heard in Commedia -- although
is no place for silence.
Condemned H.odey Hall is no th~ir house exp!od•Jd or caught on "~t is ~omctimes mistaken for a
cxct>vtion. But drama r-tudents fire Ol' something like that," said t·adio, but upon i.nv£?sti£~ation~ vve
one l~il'l, a~ i1llP pinned togetlH•r never fin(l auvthinv there"
familiar with the layout of Rodf•y
anotht?r girA l'(~ported. '
claim it never is quiet, for it. i~ two piecf.'s of ~ret•n cordowy.
haunted.
(3toriPs nf t.r~ppings and rapping:~
''I gues~ I'm the onlv one to
and things that go hump in ~he
them "
The four ghosts that haunt have reallv set•n all four
night" ar<! common.
··
Rodt•y and its sister, the small she conti~ued, bending over h~r
"I was asleep in the lobbv of
Commedia Theatl.'r, are well sewint~ machine. "One of the men
known to the students who stay iives in the shop itself. He's Rodey one night and sudd~nly
woke up. I heard something
up long nights in the area evil . . . he's mean, especially to
rehearsing, making costumes and women. His face is deformed, as creeping along overhead. I looked
readying sets.
though he had been in an up at the vigas of the building.
Whatever it was was walking back
As the theater is being readied explosion, all cut and raw."
fol" destruction, the ghosts seem
"The little girl stays in and forth, back and forth. Then I
to be gathering strength before Commedia. She's nice. She plays decided that it must be o~r
they are either driven away to a ball, and sits by us in class lighting technician. It continued
new home or "leave this plane of sometimes. There are several of us to walk. I heard the door open
being." Ghost lore is becoming that are really psychic, We can and it walked down the outstairs
steps. Later, I found that neither
common, as poppings, tappings feel the presence often.
the technician nor anyone else
and strange noises inundate the
"The other man lives in Rodey,
department.
although he does come through to had been around the building at
The most incredible of the Commedia at times through the the time," another girl said.
"The ghost at Rodey will pick
stories happened just last week. tunnel between the two. The
During a drama class in Commedia woman stays here in costuming, at you. I came by one night to get
Theater, a little girl skipped into She doesn't come out often, and a lamp from Rodey that I had left
the room, "She sat down and most of the kids aren't aware that there that day. The shade to the
asked for the boy sitting next to she is even there," she concluded. lamp was yellow, but someone
had put a grey one on instead. I
her to draw a picture of a lollipop.
If the ghosts are indeed present, looked for the other shade and
He did. One other person in the they must have emigrated from
couldn't find it. Then the door to
room was aware of the girl. She some other building, because
the closet swung open, and there
smiled and asked him if he wanted
,. -.--:;.:::c::-a.·;,.-gingerbread cookie: The Commedia was never a home, but was the yellow shade. Then the
was formerly a boiler room until shades changed places, grey to
·incredible thing about it was that 1952. The Commedia Theatre
yellow and yellow to grey. I sat
j
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our problems!" But it is acceptable
for the Soviets to blame "the
Zionists" and by substituting
Zionists for Jews, play the old
Jew-baiting game.
(Yes, there is a difference between
Zionism and Judaism. But its rather
obvious that anybody can read
between the lines when the Russians
use the Jews as one of the reasons
for invading Czechoslovakia exactly
what they mean.)
I believe there is more than
enough evidence to demonstrate that
the Soviet government has perused a
policy of encouraging assimilation of
Soviet Jews since the revolution. By
discrimination in the ethnic, religious
and cultural fields, the Soviets hoped
to solve their "Jewish problem" by
making sure Jews lost consciousness
of themselves as a people (cultural
genocide).
Those Jews who realize the
impossibility of an existence as a
people within the context of the
present Soviet society are caught in
another bind for they are not
allowed to leave Russia and emigrate
to Israel. Further, any manifestation
of ethnic or religious consciousness is
now a crime.
Although the USSR signed Article
54 of the "Declaration of the Rights
of Man" (United Nations) in which
people are given the right to live
whero they wish, it is a capital crimo
to leave the Soviet Union.
If the Ameriean government is
truly concerned about freedom ·and
the other mythologies we justify our
role as "leaders of the free world"
with, why haven't there b(~en public
statements from President Nixon's
office about the plight of the Soviet
Jew? Why isn't there more of a
concerted effort by the American
Jewish community to make these
conditions known? Or will the SoviE~t
Jew follow the way of their brothers
in Nazi Germany, the Biafrans, the
Sout.hern SudaMse and the Kurds in
Iraq?

'

down on the steps. It didn't scare
me, 1 just kept watching them
change places. This ghost alxo
hides hammers and thin!ts in
Rodey," Linda Cotton Eaid. ·'
·• '.!'hey'rp all really 1~~mtl1'.

rrhey 'vt~_ Hverl bPl"(l for a ~on~r
time,"'~ Cotton stud. ~'Fot· exanroit~~
oneE~ .k i~·ippl~d HOin:£ d'.)"JIIn ;,;l).rn~·
~~taii·g

~n

,'1

:ont~

:oi'Ps~;.

~ :ut

:~on1Pth.ing-, 1ikP . Hl'ahbl'ri 11P, and ,':
·~ot riown the ~t<'os okav, wlwn I
~~hould llave been dead at tiw
1

bottom, ·• Cotton concluded.
l\. common consensus among
the students is that the ghosts love
the theaters.
"The one in Rodey goes up and
down, up and down the aisles. He
sat by me once- it was
unhumanly cold. There are even a
bunch of people in the bathroom
in the shop. I really dig these
ghosts. Clear back to when I
started working here, I would feel
these presences, but it was good "
a girl says very earnestly. "Wh~n
Rodey closes, where will they
go?"
One girl was working on lights
when she felt a cold hand on her
shoulder. According to a
department legend, she turned
around and saw a form float up
into the air.. One girl claims to
have seen the ghost drift right
through the wall.
Remarks range from "if you're
the first one in' these places, you

just have this feeling," to "I don't
go over t.hL•re alone," to "There's
an awful clatter sometimes on the
~eeond floors.''
Perhaps, aR throu~h this

k'4~portt~r}s
l!flll

:~:;pf'riPnct~,

lw <'atching.

!.lu~ sfoi~iPS, jt,

~.0

hauntinf~

lw;u·ing all
:~f't~ln~i !iic~".J. a bad idoa
,\ftt'l"

~'!1{.{~1" ( 10'I)IHllt•d1a

al011(!'"

J,j'Jl1,

wht•u tht~ ehailt'nt~P ::o-: t~un" ·1nd
:mu (li'P in CommE>dia 'Nit.h il.'s
donbi•• l'ow oi' )TE'Jlow cloth chairs,
ihf' :~i1PIH.!P :;(\("!U.S (H.lnl'PS~~iVt1 • i\.
>~light iapping U1at conld have;
been anything, eatwes :;tout .
hearted reporters t.o turn tail and
flee.
The ghosts seem mixed in with
nostalgia. When one professor told
his class about the memories he
has upon leaving Rodey, the girl
that describes herself as 'very
psychic', said, "The whole room
was full of ghosts. It's sad to see it
happen to them."
''Rodey seems to have a
shrouding kind of thing about it.
There has to be in a place where
that many human emotions have
shown through. It's not like
condemning a thing, it's like a
person, an entity in itself " said
Mark Kay Ziems.
'
But things are looking up for
the drama department-two
students report they h::ve already
seen two ghosts in Popejoy Hall.
These two seem every bit as
mischievous as the ones who
haunt Rodey Theater.

.sttf7J 24-15 Senate Vote Kills
~< ... Hart's War Exemption Bill
. • ·• ·-

I

Rap Session

Photo hy !"huok }\•il

Louis Gottschalk, visiting Popejoy professor, talked with students
last week in a rap session in the Union. Gottschalk will lecture
Wednesday night on ''The Causes of Revolution." The lecture will be
at 8 in the Fine Arts Center Recital Hall, admission is free.

Aimed at Eliminating Profit Margin

New Price Policy /or Bookstore
The University Bookstore will
operate next year under a new
pricing policy aimed at
eliminating the profit margin.
President Ferrel Heady, in a
letter to GSA and ASUNM, said a
"break even" policy would be
established for the bookstore
dudng the coming two years, with
the profit margin reduced 50
percent each year.
Profits once generated by the
bookstore to subsidize the
non-revenue producing aspects of
the Union will be replaced from
student fees, Heady said.
"The student fees in the second
year wil not be increased more
than $5 per semester per full·time
student. The exact amount of the
increase will be determined prior
to Octo her, 1971, to be effective
the following academic year," he
said.
"The policy was changed at our
(ASUNM and GSA) rpquest," said
ASUNM President Eric Nelson.
'I'he ASUNM Statistics and
Hesl'arch Committee earlier this
yPar t(ather<'d 1:tatistics whid1

Mrmdoy, Mtwch ll. 1971 ·

showed UNM studPnts were been worked out yet."
spending more for books than
Nelson said the student
students at other universities.
"I think more students will governments are presently
realize a direct benefit from this negotiating for student control of
policy," said Bert Hansen, GSA thl' manager with a board such as
president. He added that the the Union Board, only smaller.
increase in student fees would be
"The board would be the focus
"something like 25 cents a credit for complaints and change in the
hour, but the exact figure hasn't pricing policy," he said.

Regents to Elect Officers Toda
The UNM Regents will elect
officers for the coming year today
at 1:30 in the Union. The meeting
will be the first with t.he two
newly • confirml'd members,
Calvin Horn and Austin Roberts.
Horn, an Albuquerque
businessman, and Roberts, a
Farmington attorney, were
confirmed by the state Senate
after their appointment by Gov.
Bruce King.
Roberts succ(•etls Norris
Bl·adhury of Los Alamos, Hom
•

I

' '

I

I

I

I

•

t

I
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succeeds L. H. Wilkinson of
Albuquerque.
Regents whose terms have not
yet expired are Ms. Frank Mapel
and
Arturo Ortega of
Albuquerque, and Walter Wolf of
Gallup.
Horn said he thinks King is
se~·Idng "a new imag~>" for the
University, Robt•rts is a former
Hottst• majority Iead!'r. Both art•
Democrats.
Roberts and Horn will serve
until .ian. 1, 1 \177 ..

The New Mexico Senate Friday killed the war exemption
bill by a vote of 24-15.
Senate bill 330, sponsored by Sen. Emmett Hart (D-Quay)
would have exempted New Mexico draftees from serving in
an undeclared war had it passed. The bill also ordered the
state attorney general to represent any resident who refused
to serve in an undeclared war.
Patterned after a similar bill passed in Massachusetts, the
New Mexico measure sought a court case to determine
whether or not the President can send troops overseas to
fight in a conflict not declared a war by Congress. The U.S.
Constitution states only Congress has the power to declare
war.
Opposition to the bill was led by Senators Edmundo
Delgado (D-Santa Fe) and John E~stham (R·Bem.). They
introduced an amendment which would have allowed New
Mexico to join Massachusetts in its court test of the bill. The
amendment was killed on a voice vote.
In voting against the entire bill, Eastham said, "I have a
strong Constitutional feeling that the state does not have
power in this area. I have a strong feeling the President is
trying with all speed to end the (Vietnam) war."
Eastham said if the Senate passed bill 330 without the
amendment, it could "create the second most important law
suit" in the country.
Sen. Ike Morgan (D- Curry- Roosevelt) said the President
is doing his utmost to get the United States out of the
Vietnam war. "If we pass the bill, we will be doing the same
thing the South did in 1860," said Morgan, "when one by
one the states decided to secede from the Union." He voted
against the bill.
Bill 330 co-sponsor Sen. Junior Lopez (R-San Miguel)
said he supported the measure "not as a dove, not as a hawk,
but as a human. This bill is not like others- it is actually a
prayer."
Hart, whose son will register for the draft tomorrow, told
the Senate, "We have dug 50,000 graves for our youth and
our country is torn apart. Only Congress has the power to
declare such a war." His voice was choked during part of his
closing statement.
He said the Senate, as elected representatives of the
people, "have a vital obligation" to express its opinion
against the Vietnam war to the President.
Hart said the bill is not an attempt to "nullify" the power
of the President or Congress. "The state does not consider
itself superior to federal law. On the contrary, the bill is an
attempt to declare exactly what the federal Constitution says
regarding undeclared wars. "
Hart said if a president was allowed to send troops
anywhere he desired, it would be a "perversion" of the
Constitution.

Group Demands Teacher
Apologize for 'Rude' Act
A group of some 20 adults,
predominantly women, and eig~t
children entered a specml
education class Friday to demand
from the teacher an apology for
his manner in ejecting a student
from the class that Wednesday.
A leaflet written by Michelle de
Jourdan and distributed to the
class stated her version of her
expu\sion by the teacher, Douglas
Johnson. "Circumstances forced
me to bring my infant daughter
with me to class," the leaflet
reads. "There is no denying that
she did cry and disturb the class
for some few seconds. However,
there has been a large dog in here
'disturbing the class' on at least
two occasions. Though she had
stopped crying, (Mr.) Johnson
said to the class at large that he
was upset and turning to me said
'Would you piease get out' ln an
extremely cold
sarcastic
manner."
'
Though obtaining an apology
from Johnson was stated by some
members of the group as being the
reason for the action, the leaflet
made no mention of that. Instead
it demanded "free child car~
facilities for all University·
connected children."
"Qne of the reasons there are
emotionally disturbed children"
the leaflet continued "is that
facilities for the care of children
are not provided."
An end to "discriminatory
practices by this University
against women" was also
demanded in the leaflet. "These
practices include but are not
limited to, generally lower wages
for all female employes,

di~c:iminatio~ in j?b .cate~ory
h1r~n~, ,d1scnmmat10n

aJ?d
m

adm1ss1on.
When Johnson entered. the
room he spoke fo; ~ev~ral mmutes
about Wednesdays InCident.
He said, "I determined that it
would be an insult to 55 people to
hold a discussion which they
couldn't concentrate on. I had the
idea my obligation wa~ to ~he
class .as a grol;IP.· A d1srupt10n
draw1ng attention from the
discussion. cheats the rest of ~he
cla~ ..I will t~ke t_he sa:ne actiOn
agam If there IS a disruptwn of the
intended busi~es~. of the class." .
Johnson said, We can have th1s
many kids !n the ~lass any ~ay of
the week If ~~eyre as 9u1et as
they ~re now as h7 pomted to
the ch1ldren around h1m.
.
The woman who had prevwusly
said that the teacher's "rudeness"
had prevented her from
concentrating on the class said to
Johnson ''I thought the way you
handled the thing was extremely
rude."
. "
.
Johnson rephed I knew It was
rude. I was annoyed beyond
belief. Attention was going to the
disturbance and not to the matter
at hand."
Johnson was not present when
the group entered the classroom.
Discussion between class members
and the group began immediately.
"Thank you v_ery much for
hearing us out" said a member of
the group as most of its members
left the room.
The class and some members of
the group continued discussion of
Wednesday's incident until the
end of the hour.

Griffin Calls /or Pro Police

330 Roll Call Vote

I
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~
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Child Hassle

"Guarded" by a child, Douglas Johnson listens as his class and
others debate expulsion of a woman and her ?aby from the c~ass last
week. The signs accompanied a leaflet a~kmg for free child care
facilities.

Drama Department Rents Stage
To Use If State Fire Marshall Closes Theater
The Union Board Friday gave
tentative approval to the renting
of the Ballroom stage and
adjacent storage space to the
drama department if the building
housing the department's
classrooms and· the Commedia

Theater is closed by the state Fire
Marshall.
The motion to rent the space is
"contingent upon the closing of
the Commedia" but would "take
effect upon that closing."
Ernest Blumenthal, University
architect's office estimator, said it
would take some $42,500 to
renovate the drama department
building to meet the stall•
standards,
Rodey Theater, imml•diately
south of the departmental
building, was closed permanently
Feb. 5 because it failed to come
up to the safety standards ih the
Federal Fire Safety Code 101,
adopted by the state legislature in
1968.
Rental of the space would be in
effect until the end of the current.
school, when it would be reviewed
by the board. The rental price will
be negotiated between the

administration and the board.
The Ballroom stage would be
used to produce student · written
and directed one·act plays and for
lighting, acting and directing
classes, the "most important part
of the drama program," Gene
Yell, director of the drama
departmpnt, told the board.
The dt>partment's annual
children's play is being stagf'd in
the Union, the other productions
in tlw FinP Arts Center.
In otht'r business, the board
granted a two-WE>ck extension to
the subconunittl.'e conducting a
preliminary investigation of
worker and student grievances and
grievance procedures in the
Union. Subcommittee membl.'rs
asked for the extension on the
basis they had "insufficient data
to make a full report." The report
will be made March 19.

The following is a record of the roll call vote on Senate bill 330
exempting New Mexico draftees from serving in an undeclared war:
Senator-District
Vote
Michael Alarid (D-Bern.)
no
Ben Altamirano (D-Grant)
yes
Jerry Apodaca (D·Dona Ana)
yes
Ray Atchison (R·San Juan)
no
Eddie Barboa (D-Bern.)
yes
James Bruin (R·Chaves)
no
Tibo Chavez (D·Valencia)
yes
John Conway (R-Otero-Lincoln)
no
Richard Corn (R·Chaves)
no
Edmundo Delgado (D·Santa F-e)
no
Horace De Vargas (D-Rio Arriba-Sandoval)
no
Leo Dow (R·Bern.)
no
Aubrey Dunn (D·O.tero-Lincoln)
no
John Eastham (R·Bern.)
no
Odis Echols (D·Curry-Roosevelt)
excused
Robert Ferguson (D·Eddy)
no
Joe Gant (D-Eddy)
no
Fred Gross (R·Bern.)
no
Don Hargrove (R-San Juan)
no
Emmett Hart (D-Quay)
yes
Finis Heidel (D-Lea)
excused
John Irick (R-Bern.)
no
James Kirkpatrick (R-Dona Ana)
no
Tom Lee (R-McKinley)
yes
Junia Lopez (R-San Miguel)
yes
Anthony Lucero (D·Bern.)
yes
Alex Martinez (D-Santa Fe)
yes
Harry McAdams (D-Lea)
no
Robert McBride (D-Bern.)
yes
Frank McClure (D·Valencia)
no
Ed Mead (D-Bern.)
yes
Alfonso Montoya (D-Rio Arriba-Sandoval)
no
Ike Morgan (D-Curry·Roosevelt)
no
John Morrow (D-Union-Harding·Colfax)
no
Frank Papen (D-Dona Ana)
yes
Jack Patterson IR·Chaves)
excused
Adan Rivera (D~Catron-Torrance-Socorro)
yes
John Rogers (D-Los Alamos·Santa Fe)
yes
WilHam Sego (R-Bern.)
no
Ike Smalley (D·Hidalgo.Sierra-Luna)
no
Herbert Taylor (D-McKinley)
yes
C.B. Trujillo (D-Taos-Mora)
no

Seeks Revision in Capitol Security Force Selection
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Calling
for a fully professional police
force, assistant Senate Republican
leader Robert P. Griffin said
Sunday it was incredible that
college students are part of the
force charged with the protection
and security of the U.S. capitoL
Griffin, reacting to last week's.
bombing of the Capitol, said, "I
think one of the first things we
ought to do is to professionalize
the Capitol police.
"It is incredible to me and
always has been that a lot of the
police positions in the Capitol are
patronage and they're appointed
not because they know anything
about being a policeman but ju&t
because they're going to college,
which of course, is a good thing.
"But this is not the place, I
think, to give someone a job just
so he can go to college," Griffin
added. "We really need
professional security."

strengthening
capitol.

The national welfare crisis and
"Operation Nevada" will be the
topics of a presentation sponsored
by the Albuquerque chapter of
the National welfare Rights
Organization (NWRO) tonight at
8 in the anthropology lecture hall.
Bruce Thomas, a speaker from
the national office of NWRO, is in
Albuquerque to call attention to
the plight of 3000 people cut
from welfare in Nevada, and to
recruit help for fighting the
problem.
William A. McMurphy,
organizer for the presentation,
told The Lobo some UNM law
students are already working on
the program.
There have been two marches
on the welfare office in Las Vegas,
and a third march, aimed at "the
strip," or casino district, is in the
offing.
Thomas will also discuss
national cutbacks in welfare such
as the $4 million slash taken by
New Mexico in June, 1970.

(Continued from page 1)

headlines. But, he said, "if that
was true, I'd still rather see that
headline than (headlines) of
deaths day after day after day."
Sen. Eddie Barboa (D·Bern.)
voted yes "in gratitude for the
many young men" who have died
in Vietnam and other wars.

security

in

Because of this cut, said
McMurphy, there is no general
assistance welfare program in New
Mexico. An able-bodied man
cannot collect welfare even
though unemployment in New
Mexico is well above the national
average.
Referring to the "Get a job!"
attitude toward welfare recipients
held by some people, McMurphy
pointed out that most people on
welfare are either children or
blind people who cannot get a job
at all.
"You won't hear things like
that from (Ronald) Reagan or
(President Richard M.) Nixon," he
said.
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kopy korner
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit

SIMMS BUILDING
247·4406

Reduction Work-Reduce from any oize up to 14" by 18" down to BW' x 11 •
Computer printouts, engineering drawi.ngs~ accounting worksheets, organization,
iorts, oversized periodicals and book:.;.

LOVE COSMETICS ARE HERE

KENT STATE

The campus CAMPUS callintheGuard?
Hereiswhattruly
score: 4 students
dead, 11 wounded. UNDER happened - and
NowPulitzerPrize FIRE why. Including
winnerJamesMich- ·
portraits of key
ener reconstructs, hour people who have reby hour, the events that mained obscure -until
led to the bloody climax. now. Condensed from
He answers such ques- Michener'sforthcoming
tions as: Were outside book. One of 41 articles
agitators involved in the & features in the March
riot?Wasitnecessaryto READER'S DIGEST

Is here to serve you

l.

Free check cashing service for students up to $10.00 cash*

2.
3.
4.

Free delivery to all dorms, fraternities, sororities
apartments and houses.

5.
6.

Full drugstore lines-If we don't have it
w•~'ll get it for you.

LOVES

NEVV

GELSMAKE

Open 7:00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight.

YOU LOOK

LIKE

YOU'VE BEEN OUT IN THE FRESH AIR

Full cosmetic lines Revlon, Max Factor, Fabrege, Almay,
DuBarry, Coty, and our two newest lines Maja and Love

Only Love's new gels let your skin look like skin.
With a glow. Your face looks rosy. Not rougy.
Love's Gels give you a look that says you've spent the
day outdoors. Even if you haven't.
Love's Moisturizing GefTM Is a pure, clear gel to use under
our other gels or without them. It's not oily, so it can't look
greasy. Leaves. skin soft and smooth. $3.00
Love's Face GefTM Is sheer-textured, for see-through

color all over your face. Easy to apply, it adds a natural,
healthy look. In 6 shades. $3.00

Complete restaurant

Love's Cheek Gel™ is a transparent gel blusher to give
you the delicate color of a glowing, real blush. In 4
shades. $2.50

U.D. Evening Special
(6:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.)
FREE SALAD with all Lobo steaks and

Shop
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steak sandwiches- Try one, you'll be pleased
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ALL HAMBURGERS IOc OFF
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Asked why it took so long to
arouse Congress to the problem of
increased security, Griffin replied
"it seems like so many times we
don't get action on a problem
until there is some kind of
catastrophe minor or major.
"I . . . and it does no good to
beat your breast and say I told
you so . . . but I know other
members of Congress. I've been
concerned about this for a long
time.
"I think, in a way, we're very
fortunate that no lives were lost
and no more damage was done ·
than did occur and that this now,
hopefully, will arouse enough
members of Congress to take
some steps."

Welfare Crisis Examined Tonight

Senate ](ills Bill . . .
The bill's sponsor said Congress
is not agreeing tacitly to war by
allocating money for soldiers in
Vietnam. Congress must "as
common morality" allocate the
funds, said Hart.
He said he resented charges that
the bill's purpose is to gain

Griffin in a UPI Washington
Window interview, was a?ked
whether he had appointed any of
the patronage police.
"At one time I did have on a
person," he replied. "I dont't now
but I think most every senator
does."
The authorized strength of the
Capitol police ·is now 622,
although it was short 33 men at
th~ time of the bombing. Roughly
three-quarters of the force is
professional, the rest collPge
students and others under
patronage.
However, some of the
patronage police are long-time
professionals and every member
of the force, college students
included, gets six weeks of
training.
Senate and House leaders from
both parties have scheduled a
meeting Monday morning to
dis cuss possible means of

Pb. 243-4446
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Ideological Squabbles
Could Lead to War
HONG KONG (UPI)Communist China's differences
with the Soviet Union in some
ways run deeper than
Sino-American differences.
The crucial problems of
Sino-Soviet Relations, some
experts think, are likely to outlive
the problems that presently
plague Sino-American relations.
The Sino-Soviet dispute began
in the late 1950's. It was rooted in
ideological issues between the two
communist parties that arose
following the downgrading of
Stalin and the rise of
"co-existence" (with the United
States) in the Soviet Union.
As the rift deepened, it spread
to state relations and other issues,
the most critical of which involves
disputed border territory.
This border dispute led to
bloody clashes two years ago and
brought the two communist giants
to the brink of war.
Diplomatic talks on the border
issue were resumed in October
1969 af,ter a lapse of more than
five years. The talks still are going
on in Peking at vice foreign
minister level. Diplomatic reports
from Peking indicate there has
been no substantial progress.
On the ideological side, the
Chinese Communist party has
denounced "revisionism" and all
its ramifications as Soviet betrayal
of Marxist - Leninist communist
doctrine. Mao Tse-Tung, the
Chinese Communist party
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chairman, launched his cultural
revolution to root out revisionist
tendencies that had developed in
China, partly as a result of Soviet
influen<:e.
The Chinese claim Mao's
concept of a cultural revolution
has added a new dimension to
Marxism - Lennism and makes
China the true center for world
revolution.
It is on the issues of world
revolution that China and the
Soviet Union have their deepest
ideological differences. The most
important of these issues involves
support for "people's wars'' as a
means for eroding the position of
Capitalist countries and expanding
the influence and control of
Communism.
In the Vietnam war, China
argued that such wars should be
given all-out support by the entire
Communist camp, The Soviet
Union took the position that
active military support of such
wars ran the risk of touching off a
larger 'war and possibly leading to
a nuclear conflict.
The outcome of this dispute
still is in doubt, but in all
likelihood it will have been settled
long before China is satisfied
about disputed border areas and
more than 1,500,000 square
kilometers of other territory she
claims the Russian tsars stole by
means of "unequal treaties"
forced on weak Chinese dynasties.

Lobo Review

Winter Consort Music Intriguing
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Thea Barnes plays the man who
drams of becoming the first
English pope in 800 years in the
stage comedy "Hadrian VII,"
which will play tonight in Popejoy
Hall at 8:15 p.m. Tickets range in
price from $3.50 to $5.50.

Hadrian VII
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Fulbright Says Kissinger
Now Secretary of State
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WASHINGTON (UPI)Fulbright made his assessment
Despite White House denials,
in connection with a bill he will
Chairman J. William Fulbright of introduce requiring employes of
the Senate Foreign Relations the executive branch to appear in
Committee strongly endorsed
person before Congressional
Thursday the charge that White
committees even if they refuse to
House aide Henry A. Kissinger
testify by invoking executive
had taken over the role of privilege.
Secretary of State.
Fulbright noted that Kissinger
Both the White House and the has steadfastly refused to testify
State Department denied the before congressional committees,
charge made on the Senate floor either in public or in private, on
Tuesday by Sen. Stuart grounds he is a member of the
Symington (D-Mo.} also a
executive branch and therefore
Foreign Relations Committee may not be required to testify
member, that Secretary of State against his wishes.
William P. Rogers was now only a
"The result is that the people's
figurehead.
representatives in Congress at·c
But Fulbright said in a speech denied direct access, not only to
he delivered Friday that "power the President himself, but to the
and influence in the making of individual who is the President's
foreign policy have passed largely chief foreign policy adviser, the
out of the hands of the State author of his t·ecent message on
Department . , . into the hands of 'The S.tate of the World', and the
Kissinger's National Security principal architect of our war
Council staff."
policy in Indo china."
The State Department denied
Fulbright also said that
the Symington charge and Rogers like Secretary Dean
officials, in an unusual action, Rusk before him- has repeatedly
listed several major foreign policy refused invitations from the
decision in which they said foreign relations committee to
Rogers' views prevailed.
testify in public, although he has
usually agreed to appear in
private.
"On these occasions," said
Fulbright, "the Secretary of State
has all too often withheld
information from the committee,
but at least has withheld it it1
person."
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CAMPUS BRIEF§
UNM Chaplain

Women's Day

Former UNM chaplain Virgil
Trout will speak at the Union
March 8 and 9 on the "true nature
of man," and the relation of
science to the Bible. Also on his
March 9 agenda there will be a
coffee and discussion in the
Union, room 253, from 9-10:30
a.m., a luncheon at the Christian
Student Center, 130 Girard N.E.
at 11:30 a.m. and a rap session at
2 p.m. The general public is
invited.

An International Women's Day
celebration will be held March 8
at 6 p.m., at 3621 Copper N.E .
The celebration, sponsored by
Women's Liberation, will have
singing, dancing,· and Women's
Liberation tapes from San
Francisco. All women are invited
to attend and bring a pot luck
supper dish. Free babysitting will
be provided by men volunteers.
For more information call
268-8871.

Kiva Club

Prints by Pablo Pica.sso will be
exhibited in thyprint room of the
UNM art museum from March 9
through April 1. The exhibit has
been assembled from the UNM
collection, and loans from private
colle<:tors in the community.

sound is once again exploratory,
daring, accomplished, and
beautiful to hear,
To be sure, some of the
experiments fall flat, such as
"Come to Your Senses," a totally
improvised trifle that stylistically
falls somewhere between
"musique concrete" and Stefan
Wolfe. "Requiem," a threnody for
solo cello and wailing voice, is
musically vacuous and
dramatically infantile. But the
remaining cuts, from the cool
"classical" numbers based on
Mudan-a, Bach and Dufay, and
relying heavily on the guitar of
Ralph Towner, to the freer
formed jazz musings in
"Andromeda" and "Icarus,"
blend the Consort's outstanding
ensemble unity with first-class
material.
Quincy Mead
College Review Service

Whole Earth Catalog-Jan. Supplement $1.00
American Boys Handy Book.
$3.95
Chicano, Vasquez
$6.95
and much new stuff on order
Many undeTgmund newspapen
and comix are coming

LIVING BATCH LIMITED
Open til 10:00 P.M. Week Nights

It Beats the Parking Problems
Q-Do any of the city buses go to
tl1e India11 Villages?
A-Yes, there ar<: <:ight trips daily
to Isleta Pueblo. Coaches leave
4th & Central at GAM, 7:25 AM,
9:30 .\M, 11 AM, 12:30 PM, 2:30
Pl\1, ·i PM, and 5:·15 Pl\I. Naturally these same eight coaches
return to Albuquerque with the
first departing from hleta at 6:·10
.\:\I and the last at 6:30 l':M.

Their first album on A&M,
entitled simply "The Winter
Consort," shows the ensemble at
their best: relaxed, committed,
assured. The music is "deep"
rather than "heavy." One hears in
this album, even in the quietest
moments, a sense of complexity
and involvement.

Calling U

Popejoy
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Strike Discussion

Picasso

'If the queasy Musak, cocktail
lounge ambient that typifies so
much of non-aggressive jazz was
avoided in the Winter Consort's
first album, the second. album"Something In The Wind"- very
nearly succumbed. Most of the
cuts are uninspired, pablum - slick
arrangements of pop songs"Everybody's Talkin' " and "Mr.
Bojangles" - that are as boring as
they are bland. It seemed as if the
Consort had very quickly become
middle-aged.
For their third and newest
album- "Road- there has been
an upheaval in personnel, with
only Paul McCandless sticking by
P au 1 Winter; Ralph Towner,
classical guitar, Colling Walcott,
percussions, Glen Moore, bass and
the excellent David Darling cello,
provide new blood for the
Consort and happily enough the

ALBUQUERQUE
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Kiva Club will meet March 9 at
9 p.m. in the Native American
Studies Center to discuss the
Nizhoni dances,
Ellen Shoemaker, an organizer
of the physical plant workers
union, will hold a discussion to
('Xplain PVE>nts leading up to last
year's strike by UN.M physical
plant workers. The discussion will
be on March 9, at 7:30p.m. in the
Santo Domingo room of the
Newman Center.

"THE WINTER CONSORT"
(A&M / SP 4170)
"SOMETHING IN THE WIND''
(A&M I SP 4207) ... "ROAD"
(A&M I SP 4279) - The Winter
Consort. (Editor's Note: Quincy
Mead is a San l•'rancisco - based
jazz pianist now doing graduate
studies in the history of jazz.)
A group of musicians of widely
varied background and
experience, the Winter Consort
have done the seemingly
impossible: they have made three
records that cut across generic
lines and, unlike other groups,
have created a musical experience
that escapes being an eclectic
pastiche. Because the Winter
Consort's music defies easy
categorization, it will probably
never reach the wide audience of
jazz, folk and classical music
enthusiasts that it deserves. The
jazz buff may peek at the albums,
note that the group does some
things with Dowland, Villa-Lobos
and Dufay, and think with
displeasure of the dessicated "Play
Bach" series of Jacques Loussier.
The classical music lover will no
doubt turn up his nose and too
readily anticipate simpleminded
arrangements. Furthermore,
anyone who reads the jacket notes
far enough to take in the weird
assortment of instruments used
will expect a musical
mulligatawny of the worst sort.
That all the ingredients do not
merely produce a concoction of
garish effects for their own sake
can be attributed to the
intelligence and artistry of the
performers of the Consort. Their
varied roots yield musical fruit of
"a complex but translucent
instrumentation that is always
fresh and intriguing: even when
the Consort sing with an
unembarrassed lyricism, the
melodic lines float above a ground
of intricate instrumental support
that bears repeated hearing. A fine
balance between the written and
the improvised is sought after and
almost always achieved.

HaU

Monday, March 8
Campus CrusadP for Christ; Union,
room 231-G: 1 p.m.
Coll(lge of Nursing: Union, room
253; 1 p.m.
Regents: Union, room 230: 1:30
pm.
Ski Club; Union, room 231-D; 1:30

p .. m.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Union, room
250-A; 2:30p.m.
Town Club Pledges; Union, room
231-D; 6:30p.m.
Christian Student Center; Union
Ballroom; 7 p.m.
La Societe du Cinema; Union
Theater; 7 p.m.
ASUNM Steering Committee;
Union, room 231-E; 7 p.m.
3HO; Union, room 250B-C; 7 p.m.
Chi Alpha; Union, room 231-B; 8
p.m.

in

Descartes

!' ·~

Is your mind being totally
blown? Don't let it happen;
Agora: Student to student
psy<:hological first-aid, open 24
hours everyday. Northwest corner
of Mesa Vista. 277-3013.

Trove! by Minibus
Student Drivers
Mini-Priced

The inverse·square law of the
force between magnetic poles was
first discovered by John Mitchell
(1724-93) in 1750.

Write For Folder

HARWOOD Tours
2428 Guadalupe •

Austin, Texas

Ct

CHICAGO:
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Shirts • Pants ., Belts • Boots
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A school system with a goal: Tea(:hing·
$8,400 ,starting. salary (10 months)
10 days paid vacat1on • 10 days sick leave
Paid hospitalization
The Chicago Public Schools Will have a representative on campus
on

March 17th

Please arratige for an Interview
with the Placement Office
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Rene Descartes, 17th century
philosopher, will be discussed at a
lecture March 9 in the UNM
honors center. Jules Brody,
associate dean of faculty and
professor at Queens College will
deliver the lecture "Descartes
Dream," at 4 p.m.
Written by

"Trial" Tickets

13ased on "Hadrian the Seventh" and other works
by FR. ROLFE (Baron Corvo)

Tickets are now on sale for
"The Trial," the dramatization of
the Franz Kafka novel, to be
presented by the UNM theatre in
the Fine Arts Center recital hall
March 18-21. Recital hall bo:x.
office hours re from 1-5 p.m: .. ,
weekday afternoons. Reservations
·may be made by calling 277-4022 ·
or 277-4522 during box offi<:e
hours.

Directed by

~~~~~e~a?a:nt~luM:~~~k8 ' oa~ 7T~~

HENRY J. WEINSTEIN

Mon., March 8- 8:15

Chicano Lecture
Iuben Dai-io Salas will give a
guest lecture, at the Chicano

PETER LUKE

!fftJH
J:t$i llfl ~ ~
I;_ -------.II_ -

THE HIT OF

LONDON AND
NEW YORK

Tix $6.50- 3.50
UNM Students with Activity Cards
1/2 Price
Telephone 277-31 21

Ccbolleta Land Grant, ''A Brief
Account.'' The public is invited, ....

Monday, March 8,1971
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Lobo Gymnasts Defeat Arizona
UNM gymnasts concluded their
1970-71 home season Saturday
night with a 160.55- 147.15
victory over the University of
Arizona.
The win boosted the Lobes'
record to 11-0 overall and 4-0 in
the WAC. The team has two meets
remaining against BYU and Utah
during the next three weeks
before the WAC Championships
on March 26-28.
Against Arizona the Lobes
collected a first place in every
event and swept the first three
places in the high bar.
Seniors Stormy Eaton and Jim
Royce, competing in their last
home meet, started the Lobes on
the road to victory with a one-two

finish in floor exercise. Eaton
scored a 9,45 followed by ~oyce's
9.00, Arizona's Hemo Walters
finished in third with a 8.85,
Going into the second event of
side horse the Lobes carried a
27.10 - 24.25 edge, and from that
event on all they did was expand
it.
The Lobes lengthened their
lead with a first and third in the
side horse, Fred Cardenas scored a
9.15, the fourth consecutive time
he has scored above a 9.00 in dual
meets to capture first place,
Ariz~na 's Gary Hendriqkson
finished in second with a 8.95
followed by Mark Hopkins in
third for the Lobes.
Jim Hruban and co-captain Bill
Parise placed one-two to dominate
the still rings event for UNM.
Hruban, competing in only his
second meet since his leg was
removed from a cast, scored a
8. 9 5. Parise, c,mcluded his
athletic career as a Lobo by
capturing second place with an
8.75.
The Lobes added to their
collection of first and second
places in the long horse. Mark
Hopkins' 9.20 and Jim Ivicek's
9.15 were good for the top two
notches. Walters of Arizona
finished third with a 9. 00.

3025 CENTRAL NE 255-4851

MOUNTAIN

CHALET
has boots!

Kremmel Shines as Baseballers Win Two

The parallel bar was the only
event Arizona collected a first in.
Jim Ivecik and Hemo Walte1·s tied
for top honors with a 8.9.
In the high bar the Lobo swept
the first three places. Jim I vicek
led the atack with a 9.45 followed
by Jon Aitken's 9.25. This was
the second time this season Ivicek
has beaten his teammate. Mark
Hopkins collected the third spot
for the team scoring a 9.10.
Ivicek won the all around
category edging Walters of
Arizona 52.55- 50.75.
Next week the team travels to
Provo to take on BYU and returns
to Utah the following week to
play the University of Utah.
The Lobes have been
competing in the last several
matches without the assistance of
several top performers.
Dave Repp, last years WAC
champion in all around
performance is suffering from an
aggrevated shoulder which has
kept him out of action for several
months.

By ROGER RUVOLO
Stars are already beginning to
appear in Lobo Coach Bob Leigh's
baseball camp as the Lobos ·
claimed two victories in three
weekend games with Highland
University.
Lefty Jim Kremmel pitched
seven superb innings Friday·
afternoon for the Lobes as his
team won a windy decision, 15·2.
Kremmel pitched seven innings,
giving up but two harmless hits
and four walks.
And, Kremmel must have had a
big lift in the second inning as the

Lobes picked up nine of their 15
r)..ms. Cowboy pitchers gave up a
total of eight walks during that
Inning. Original starter Jack
McCloud was relieved after
forcing in one run with his third
walk of the inning, but reliever
Russ Finney walked his first man
faced and Rick Wicks of the
Lobos followed up with an
inside · the ·park homer.
The game, played amid winds
gusting up to 40 mph and near
freezing cold, had five miscues
committed by the Cowboys,
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which eventually were translated
into 11 unearned runs.
Saturday, the weather was a
little more favorable, the wind
having subsided somewhat, but
the Lobos resumed their
high-scoring ways of the day
before, winning the first half of
the double· header, 9-8.
The Lobes put together a 6-2
lead after the first two innings and
the Cowboys played a tough game
of catch-up from there, scoring
two runs each in the third, fourth
and fifth innings. The Lobos
accounted for one run in each of
the same innings, however, to
secure the win. Bill Irwin picked
up the win for the Lobes,
relieving Mike Hall in the fourth
inning. Hall struck out six men
before he was taken out. Lobes
Kenny Johnson, Larry Minarsich
and Rick Wicks all had two hits to
match their performances from
the plate Friday.

for rock climbing,
• lOspeed
derailleur gears

hiki'ng and camping.

92.95

• Sports style

handlebars
• Dual-Position
caliper brake
levers

Courteous service with a. com_.
oplete Zinc of mountaineering

gear.

Sierra
Gerry • Alp Sport

• Twin-Stik'" gear•
shift controls

North Face

SALE!
COME IN

FOR A TEST

RIDE

SKI JACKETS AND
ACCESSORIES

20%

OFF

1406 Eubank NE

298-4296

Poetry Series
Aram Saroyan will be featured
in the March 8 presentation of the
ASUNM-GSA poetry series, at 8
p.m. in Mitchell Hall, room 102.
The Museum of Navajo
Ceremonial Art, Santa Fe, housed
in a modernized version of a
ceremonial hogan contains over
600 sand paintings, recordings of
some 2000 Navajo chants, books,
manuscripts, baskets, blankets and
silver.

By MARK SANCHEZ
The Lobo basketball team split
its final two games of the season
in Arizona last weekend, beating
the University of Arizona by a
93·83 score and losing to Arizona
State on Friday 90·63.
The victory Saturday night
saved the Wolfpack from finishing
in last place in the WAC.
It also gave the Lobos a
winning record for this season.
They ended the season with 14-12
record overall and 4·10 in WAC
competition.
As the Lobes went into the
weekend of basketball with high
hopes of avoiding the WAC cellar,
chances of the team actually
pulling it off seemed slim as ASU
dealt the Lobes their worst defeat
of the season Friday night.
Outstanding shooting on behalf
of the Sun Devils and uninspired
play on behalf of the Lobes
contributed to the lopsided score
inflicted on the hapless Lobos.
The game was not without its
exciting moments however as five
.technicals were called against the
Lobes which culminated in the
ejection of Coach King from the
game.
'\Voodstock dbl. tafJe 8 /rack

reg. 17.95 now 7.50
Harrison dbl. tajJe 8 tracli
reg. 13.95 now 7.50
Jesus Christ Superstar
reg. 12.95 now 5.50
Stephen Stills
Black Sabath
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MAN'S BEST
FRIEND

l

For the girl that
leads the pack.
Slinky initial
mesh dog collar.
Gold electroplated. $5.
Divided Payments Arranged.

314 Central S. W. • Albuquerque

Student Accounts Invited
Downtown Mon,-Sat. 9:30-5:30
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OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Pizz~

Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at University

FUN

Mark Hopkins

Pearl, Janis Joplin

Photo by Rosalie Ferguson

Mark Hopkins displays the
form which earned him a 8.55 on
the parallel bars.
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"I RECOMMEND '1776'
WITHOUT RESERVATION!"
-Clive Barnes, N.Y. Times

It was the first time in 25 years night before.
of coaching King had been thrown
Willie Long, Mike Faulkner and
out of a game.
Petie Gibson all had probably
King had a total of three their finest performances of the
T·fouls called on him while Long season. Long and Faulkner
and Faulkner had one each during garnered 29 and 27 points
play.
respectively. Long also grabbed an
Officiating of the game was amazing 20 rebounds the highest
inconsistent but the real story total for him this season.
behind the loss was the terrifically
Long and Gibson ended their
hot shooting of the Sun Devils in college careers at Bear Down Gym
their own gym; some 65 percent. against the Wildcats.
The Lobes did stay up with
By scoring 58 points in the two
ASU in the later minutes of the Arizona games Willie Long
second half fighting to a tie wrapped up the WAC scoring
minutes before the half ended,
crown and broke Mel Daniels' and
When the teams came out for UNM's career scoring record of
the second round of play the Sun 1537 points by rimming 1542
Devils began to pull away never to points in three years at UNM.
be led or challenged in the half,
Harold Little, the junior college
Willie Long and the Lobes transfer from Compton Junior
managed only 10 points in almost College California, may have
10 minutes of play leading up to played his last game as a Lobo.
King's ouster from the game.
Little came out the second half
Fo II owing King's ejection and did not start. Tom Roberts
the Sun Devils pulled steadily started in his place.
ahead behind the shooting of
After one minute into the
guard Bill Kennedy who finished second half, Little got up from
the night with 28 points.
the end of the bench, said he
Willie Long took scoring honors didn't want to play anymore,
for the game with 29 points. Only walked off the court and got
he and Faulkner scored in double dressed.
figures as Mike put 14 on the
Rick Wright came in moments
scoreboard.
At Arizona the story was later and replaced Roberts and
different as the Lobos played played more in the second half
inspired ball and looked the than he had all season scoring six
superior team with the hot scoring points and contributing one assist
along with some tenacious
hand the second half.
King led his charges to Arizona defense.
reeling from the blasting they had
The tine play of the Lobes
taken the night before at the ended a seven game losing streak
hands of the NIT hopeful Sun that began against Arizona State
Devils.
in February and ended with a loss
It was a completely different to the same ASU squad last
team in Bear Down Gym. The weekend. The win over Arizona
Lobos looked to be playing at the allowed the season to end on a
level of the Sun Devils of the ha}JPY note.

ClASSIFIED ADVIERTISING
RA'I'ES: 7e per word, 20 word miniWHERE: J ournalfam Building. Room
mumfive
($1.40) per time run. It ad in to
20:;, afternoons preferably or mnll.
run
ot more consecutive dnyo with
no cbnngro the rnte Ia reduced to Gc
ClllBIIified Advcrtfuinrr
Per word nnd the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
warda to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment m119t be mnde in full prior to Insertion o! ndvertWement.

1)

PERSONALS

IF THI-! WORLD IS CRASHING around
Your lu~ad, mnybe we can he-lp m-ap it up
llll!Lin. Agora: nil day nnd night, north
west oorner of l\!csn Vista. 3/16
INSURMOUNTABLE l'ROni,El\lS . • •
ARENT. AGORA ••. 24 Hours a Dny,
northwest corn<!r of MC?sa Vista. 277 ..
30!3. 3/8
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFlED ADS munt
. be in by 3 p.m. to run the following dny.

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOS 'I': IN FRONT OF FERRIS Enginccring-back pack contnining jacket, organic book and krcpJnceabl<! ecology
c-xperiment nott':S. Big reward, no (IU<'stiono asked. 266·2630. 3/8
FOUNDt INJURED FEMALE DOG,
mixed breed, tnn with dnrk brown
leather collar, nbout one :Year old. Picked
up n<'ar Fnrrn('r's Market on Feb 28•
243·3512. 3/8.

3)

AR'I' LESSONS by experienced teacher.
Beginne-rs, intermedint(\_ ndvanced and
Pel1lonnl instruction-345-0201, 3/12
H 0 U ::::R-::S:-":C:.'::O:-:LC:::LC:E:':G:::E:'--:I:::N:::N::'-;:Il';-A:::R:::B=ER
SHOP. Tue., Thur. and Snt.-8:30-G;
Wed.-10 :30·6; l'ri.-9:30-6. Long hnir
welcome. 243-0003. 3/12
I,OQKING l•'OR A GIFT 1 Try handcrafted
sterling jewelry, Randy, 298·8370. 3/10
f:QUIT ADI,E LIFE INSURANCE. tailored
to Your nccda, Jim llrnnd, 255-4367. 3/R
LEA'rHim, SANDALS AND CLOTHES
cuot.om tnnde. l'honc 243-4614. Lowest
Pricoo. 2/11

4)

FORRENT

:::H:-:A::-LF::-•-:::BLOCK--;_ro-uNM-Plush nw one..
bedroom furnished npnrtmenta, nvnilnble,
March 20-Auril 1-twin or double bcds$136 lncludoo utilitim, 141 Columbia
S.E., 266-3956, 8/31

Hoffrnantown Shopping
Center
296-0311

5)

OPEN

Mon.-Sat.
(over 25 different
11 A.M.-3 A.M.
sandwiches)
Central SE
Sun. 11 A.M.-1 A.M.
I

.

N.F:'v' MEXICO. LOliO

America's
Award Winning
Musical

7)

Sat.. Sun.-March 1B, 14-8:15 P.M.
Tickets S6.50. 6:00. 5.50, 4.50, B.50
UNM Students with Activity Cards 1/2 Price
Telephone 277-3121

MISCELLANEOUS

DON'T JUST STAND THERE! Do something! Help our students by tutoring
basic subjects two hours a. week. 'Ve
need .vou. Cnll ISRAD Basic Education,
2500 Central, 277·3611 3/16

I

CLASSIFIED
ADVER~f!SING·

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum {that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be rrrac:hnn full prior to insertion of advertisement
ClASSIFICATIONS:
I. Personals
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT-- TIMES STARTING _ __

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

FORSALE

STEREOS. These stereos bave wa.lnut
finish and BSR turntnbles anti will a~!l
for . $88 each, United F'rcight Sales,
3920 San Mateo. Open 9 to 9, 2/5
S NEW ZIG-ZAG SEWING MACHINES
with full factory gunrnntc<!. Nntlonnlly
advertized brnnd to be sold for $29 ench.
Monthly paymcntli nvnllnblc. Unlted
Fr~lght Snlcs, 3920 Snn Mateo, open 9
to o. 2/4

842-6736

•

EMPLOYMENT

1.059 VOLVO, 30 m/gnl., rc~built trans.,
gr~at body nnd interior, radio, hcnter,
$GOO. 842-9698. 3/11
RECONDITIONED TV's AND RECORD
PLAYERS. Make n deal. 255-5085, 242·
1124, nftcr 12, Dennis. 3/11
1065 TRIUMPH HERALD Convertible.
$600. 264-4644, Ext. 60 or 298·7200.
3/12
.

BankArnericard/Master Charge

.I

6)

CONSIDERING ALASKA 1 AccurnW, comprchensh-•c brochure about opportunities
in C'Onstruction. oi1, fishing and ca.n.
nerles, others. Send $2.00 cash or money
order. Jobs In Alaska, P.O. Box 1665,
Anchorag~. Alaska 9950!. 3/11
FULL Tll\!E, PART Tll\!E. Telephone
sale. salary or commission. 266·4208, Art
Johnson. 3/3

SERVICES

FLIGliT INSTRUCTION. S4/hour (hnl(
Price). You Provide nircrnft. Call J. 2652501. 3/12

Two LocatiOltB
435 San Mateo NE
256-7241

I

FOR SALE

LB:-:V7I -::n:::E::;L~L""n::;O;:;T:;;T:;;0;:;~:-;1-;J:::E:-:A":'N::::S:-.-:cY:-o-u-n-eed-:
('m. He hnve 'e>m. Lobo Men's Sbop, 2120
Central S.B. 243-6984. 3/10

LOST: PHI DELTA 'I'IIETA FRATERNITY PIN. Generous reward offered. 277•
4973 or 243·0066. 3/9
LOST: GOLDEN RETRIEVER, rnnle,
purple collnr, 101i Sycamore N.E. No 1.
242-9031 nft..r 6 pm. 3/0

10% discount wilD

,

5)

ORTHOIJOX RAllA'I PIRESIDES. l\!on·
dny ni~hts H:lri, U21 Spruce S.F~ •• Apt.
3!G, For information onll 242·4839 or
Write P.O. llol< 737, Albuquerque, ~7103.
3/8

3.99 or 3 for J0.00

1600
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And The Cultural Program Cmnmittee
Present
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in a Big Way!!
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Jewelers Since 1919

Want Ads say it
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Lobo H oopsters Split in Season Finale;
Long Breaks Daniels' Scoring Record
SCHWINN VARSITY~ SPORT

New Mexico had the lead at
one time in the second game of
Saturday's matches, but a five-run
sixth inning by the Cowboys gave
them a 7-3lead. The Lobos didn't
g.ive up, however, as they staged a
near comeback in the bottom half
of the inning, loading the bases
before pinch· hitting Ron Adair
hit into a double play. The losing
pitcher was Wendell Franke; the
winner, Leman Taylor.
Besides Kremmel's glimmering
performance from the mound, the
Lobos started to compile some
offensive records of their own.
Minarsich, Wicks, Johnson and
Bob Faford are denting their bats
at a torrential pace. Wicks, who
had five runs · batted · in Friday,
added three more to his list
Saturday, while Johnson hit safely
seven times this weekend. Faford
hit five times and a run scored
each time, while Minarsich batted
in six Lobos on four hits.
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30 PORTABLE TV's. $30 to $GO. 441
W:votnin~ N.E. 255-5087. 4/~

Monda~, Mai'ch 8,1971
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commentary

But at least the debate on bill 330
It could be that bill 49's sponsor,
was interesting. One senator even Sen. Ike Smalley (D- Sierra·-~
had the gall to suggest that if the Hidalgo - Luna) is waiting for an
New Mexico Senate passed bill 330, opportune time to have the report
it could be equated with the brought before the Senate. He could
Southern states seceding from the be waiting for the University to ·
Union before the Civil War.
commit one si.n, and he'd have his
Another poor example of how the committee back.
system works is Senate bill 49. Bill
Or it could be that Senate is
·19, if enacted, would continue the ducking issues. By bringing up the
Legislative Universities Study controversial war exemption bill,
Committee. While none of us at the senators will get their names in the
University is sitting on pins and oap£.>rs and it will appear that they
needles waiting for it to be passed or are handling more pressing issues
defeated by the Senate, we are than equestrian and pedestrian
curious as to what happened to it.
traffic on public highways. But by
After the defeat of the war
Bill 330 received a ·'no
not bringing out bill 49, no one is
c~xemption bill Friday, one is left recommendation'' report from the
with a vast feeling of futility. After Public Affairs Committee last put in danger of voting. against
all, we young "radicals" and "power Wednesday. It was heard by the Smalley, who as chairman of Senate
Finance Committee, is a very
hungry youngsters" are constantly entire Senate Friday.
powerful man.
told "work through the system- it
Bill 49 received a "do not pass"
The hassles involving bills 49 and
will be responive and meet your recommendation from the Senate
330 just go to show that politics not
needs."
·Education Committee over a week only make strange bedfellows, they
I hope that the defeat of bill 330 · ago. No report has been issued to
is not an example of how responsive Senate, and no one has continued sometimes are slower than a hare and
.faster than a speeding bullet.
the legislature is toward the young. work on the bill.
Sarah Laidlaw

N

Bullets
And

Ry PATRICIA RICHTER
for Women's Liberation
"Our history has been stolen from
us. Our heroes died in childbirth,
from peritonitis, overwork,
oppression, from bottled - up rage.
Om· geniuses were never taught to
write. We must invent a past
adequate to our ambitions. We must
create a future adequate to our
needs" - from "The Old Mole,"
Cambridge, Mass., quoted in
"Women: A Journal of Liberation."
The struggles of women, like those
of blacks and Chicanos, have been
largely ignored by history. Volumes
have been written on the Jacobins,
Bolsheviks or the leaders of the
American revolution; the National
Woman Suffrage Association or the
Russian Zhenodtl are graced with a
paragraph. This article is a miniscule
attempt to rectify the situation by
'First Of All I Want You To Issue A Statement Denying It. .. '
sketching very briefly the history of
International Women's Day.
On March 8, 1857, women from
the garment and textile industries in
New York demonstrated against
intolerable working conditions, low
wages and the 12-hour day. The
march was subsequently broken up
by the police and many of the
women were injured.
In the years following, women
workers made repeated efforts to
organize. Some of their groups Women's Typographical Union
number one in New York City, the
Laundryworkers Union in Troy,
N.Y., the shoe workers in Lynn,
Mass. - were successful for a short
time.
But their attempts often
foundered on: 1) The virulent
hostility of the general public and
the mill or factory owners; 2) the
women's lack of knowledge of or
experience in political organization
or public speaking; 3) the
unwillingness of the AFL or
organized labor in general to be of
any significant assistance; 4) the fact
that many of the women were
immigrants, with little or no
residence halls staff, the president 01
knowledge of English or American
Fact: Students were not
political and social processes; 5)
RHC and a student government ignored.On the contrary, there was
liaison (me).
when one works 12 to 14 hours a
ample student participation. There
The assignment, in general, was to were students on the Administrative
day for $6 a week, there is little
look into everything from coed committee. There was an all-student
time, energy or inclination to spend
housing to varied meal plans. The committee (by the by, the two
three hours in a union meeting or
pass out leaflets.
deadline for both committees was reports differed very little). Both
March 1. Prior to Jan. 14, there had committees came about because of
Despite the obstacles, the struggle
been much research (mostly in the student interest in the area as
continued and on March 8, 1908,
form of questionnaires) for the indicated in the questionnaires which
women in the needles trade in New
committee to use in forming its were filled out by students, not
York staged another massive
demonstration. This time their
recommendations. This research was deans.
put to use.
demands also included legislation
Fact: More than half the facilities
against child labor and the right to
I found, when reading the will be coed. Does the RHC
vote.
aforementioned article, I take issue president want more or less? In
with the RHC president and some of short, just what does he want? The
Two years later, at an
By DEBBIE BRUNS
his comments. I will go further and
International Socialist Congress held
I read with great interest an article charge him with misrepresentation of question is legitimate since his
in Denmark, International Women's
comments differ from the facts.
appearing in the Lobo (March 5) the facts.
Day was proclaimed. Clara Zetkin, a
Under the circumstances the
entitled "Coed Dorms May Become
Fact: Separate wings were
German Socialist fro.tn the labor
Reality." I am compelled to respond. recommended because of a desire report is good and does not deserve
movement, proposed that March 8
On Jan. 14, Karen Glaser, voiced by the residents for privacy the unfounded criticism put forth.
be set aside to commemorate 53
associate dean of students, assigned when answering the call of nature. Coed dorms will never be a reality if
years of struggle by working women
two committees to work on varied The dorms are built in such a way people criticize the efforts made
and her proposal was adopted by the
housing plans. One committee was to that a room to room set up would toward that trend and don't offer
congress.
much themselves. If only one dorm
be comprised of students assigned by not accomplish that purpose.
Since that time, International
had
been selected to go coed it
the president of Residence Halls
Fact: Alvarado has a high
Women's Day has been celebrated
Council (RHC). The second returning rate of students, indicating would have been hailed as a major
mainly in socialist countries. In
committee, dubbed the they like it the way it is. Why make step toward liberating the confined
China and Cuba emphasis is placed Administrativs Committee, was
it coed when there is already so masses in the residence halls. Because
on women as militant participants in
comprised of the four housing deans, much space available for that the space selected does not suit one
the revolution; in Russia the
person's tastes, it is no good.
two student members of the purpose?
celebration is somewhat similar to
Coed dorms are new to UNM. So
Mother's Day. But with the advent
are some of the other things in this
of the women's movement, the
report. There are, in fact, details I
celebration has assumed major
don't
especially care for in the
Lobo Staff
proportions in the United States.
report,
One takes the good with the
Editor: Sarah Laidlaw
Today in Albuquerque, literature
Managing Editor: Casey Church
bad. To knock certain aspects of the
and armbands axe on sale in the
Everett Robinson
Barbara Morgan
project
is to endanger it. There may
E... J. Bauer
Paul Fleck
Union, male volunteers for day care
Roger Ruvolo
Sally
Washington
or may not be mistakes; time will
Andy Garmczy
Mark Sanchez
centers are being taken, and this
Aaron Howard
Pat McArdle
Sandy Schauer
tell.
The concept must begin
Bob Hlady
Jim Pensiero
evening at 6 a women's dinner will
Sandra McCraw
Dave Parker
Deanne Stillman
somewhere
in some fashion. Some
Rosalie I~crguson
Peter l<atel
be held at the Friends Meeting, 815
Clark J ermain
Dave Brands
people seem to think that if th(!ir
.Judy Gonzales
Chuck l''eil
Bob Butler
Girard NE. All women interested in
Ttnn Glennon
Charles Andrews
interpretation
of the student's
Kathi Schroeder
Wayne McNeely
participating will be more than
Buff!e LaMaster
Robin Poppelsdorf
Lcsltc Waddy
concept of coed housing is not
Sue Major
welcome.
Chip Babb
.roe Hartshorne
accepted, then to hell with the whole
·idea.
''
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"rigorous enforcement" of
application deadlines and an
"embargo on any additional
admissions that go beyond the
BEF projection."
Heady termed the fourth step,
an enrollment "embargo" the
most drastic and said it would
only be used as a "last resort."
The Regents gave an unofficial go
ahead to continuing efforts to
limit enrollment, but expressed
doubts about an arbitrary cutoff
point in admissions.
Heady noted concern' for
enrollments that exceeded BEF
•predictions was heightened by the
"very drastic cuts" proposed by
the Dept. of Finance and
Administration (DF A) some 10
days ago. The DFA recommended
some $1.2 million be cut from
UNM's budget.
The BEF proposal supported
by the· Regent's action would
provide $45.9 million to all the
state's universities. The full DFA
recommendation is $43.5 million.
Limiting graduate enrollment
would cut down on the number of
students whose education is
"most expensive per student."
'l'he faculty today will consider
the proposal to up the g.p.a.
requirement for out · of- state
students. They set university
entrance requirements.
The regents also tabled til their
next meeting the proposed
Statement of the Rights and
Responsibilities of Graduate
Assistants. The statement outlines
lt _gri<>,vance procedures for
graduate assistants and has been
adopted by the faculty.
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New Regents
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Rights Organizer Details Welfare Faults

The shortcomings of the national welfare system and
"Operation Nevada" were outlined last night by Bruce
Thomas, a speaker from the national office of the National
Welfare Rights organization (NWRO).
NWRO is made up of welfare recipients working to assert
their legal rights as citizens. National membership is 75,000.
"Welfare is the most degrading institution we have in this
country,'' said Thomas.
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SEC Overturns Report;
LUSC Given New Life
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Tuesday, March 9, 1971

A us tin Roberts, left, newly
appointed regent, is congratualted
by Arturo Ortega, former
president of the board. In the
center is Calvin Horn, elected
president of the board yesterday.

Nevada Inequities March Targe!_

Bema
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Regents Back BEF Suggestion

The Senate Education Committee (SEC/ overturned its
own unfavorable recommendation and gave new life to a bill
to continue the Legislative University Study Committee
(LUSC). A "no recommendation" report sent the bill to the
Senate for further action.
The LUSC was formed in ·1968 after "The Love Lust
Poem" controversy involving the use of an allegedly
pornographic poem in a UNM literature class. An SEC voice
vote gave the bill majority recommendation to go to the
Senate floor without a positive or negative ruling.
The bill, sponsored by Sen. Ike Smalley (D - Sierra,
Guadalupe c Hidalgo) would continue the LUSC with a
$40,000 allocation. During the first hearing of the measure,
its defenders said UNM had improved because the LUSC had
"sobered up" the philosophy of higher education in New
Mexico.
"The LUSC needs to be cot1tinued to finish up business,"
said Smalley. The committee could possibly be terminated
after the New Board of Regents at UNM gets settled in."
If the original recommendation by the SEC of "do not
pass" had not been reconsidered the LUSC continuation bill
would have died upon Senate approval of the committee
report.
The bill's "no recommendation" has been adopted by the
Senate and it travels to the Senate Finance Committee (SFC)
for consideration. The SFC is chaired by the bill's sponsor
Sen. Small!"y.Sen. Ben Altamirano (D-Grant) asked for
committee reconsideration of the bill. He voted in the
original hearing to give the measure a "do not pass." "Dunn
and Smalley have been working on committee members,"
said Sen. Frank Papen (D-Dona Ana). "They came around
and spoke to me about it but I didn't change my mind. The
committee might have gotten some people on the ball but it
was born from emotion and its job is finished. I am just glad
it didn't turn into the witch hunt many people thought it
would," said Papen.
Sen. Aubrey Dunn (D-Otero- Lincoln} and chairman of
the SEC, supported Smalley's LUSC bill. He said, "It's a
controversial bill. In the SFC it will probably get a favorable
recommendation but the $50,000 allocation request will
probably be cut."
After getting a recommendatio11 from the SFC, the bill will
be voted on by the full senate. Neither Du1111 nor Smalley
commf!nted on chances of the bill's passage.

For example, he said, a man who has lost his job and needs
welfare to feed his family cannot get that money unles he
leaves his family, making his wife eligible for relief.
And those relief payments, he said, are far from enough.
ln Nevada, the welfare office has set $475 a month as the
minimum monthly income necessary for supporting a family
of four, said Thomas. Yet, a welfare recipient is granted only
$144 a month.
In Nevada, said Thomas, the average family of four pays
$120 a month in rent and from $20 to $30 in utilities. After
these bills are paid, there are still expenses like food, clothing
and education for children.
Last November, said Thomas, 800 women and over 3000
children - half the Nevada welfare roll- were cut off from
welfare payments for "cheating" on the requirements for
welfare eligibility.
"These people were cut off welfare because they would
not sit in their houses and watch their children starve," said
Thomas. "They had to go out and find some kind of job."
Holding a job disqualifies a person from receiving welfare
payments.
"Operation Nevada," said Thomas, is a project to insure
due process of law for the cut off welfare recipients.
None of the people cut from welfare rolls in Nevada, said
Thomas, were given notification or a court hearing.
The welfare office labelled these people "cheaters," he
said, but not one of them was taken to court for fraud.
NWRO marched on the welfare office in Las Vegas for two
weeks, said Thomas.
(Please tum io page 2)
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Photo by Chuck Feil

Welfare Organizer

Bruce Thomas, left, national
welfare organizer, last night
outlined the steps being taken in
"Operation Nevada" to change
the system of welfare payments in
that state, Also shown are Matt
Walsh, KUNM News Director, and
Mil<e Colvin.

